ABSTRACT. Hope was central to cancer control in twentieth-century America. Physicians placed great store in its power to persuade people to seek medical help as early as possible in the development of the disease, when it was most amenable to treatment; to maintain patients' loyalty through what could be a long, painful and uncertain course of therapy; and to encourage doubts about alternative healers. Some also argued that hope could have beneficial therapeutic and psychological effects for patients. However, we know very little about its meanings for the public. Focusing on a large collection of letters written to the Food and Drug Administration in the 1950s concerning an anti-quackery campaign, this article explores how men and women responded to the competing messages of hope promoted by orthodox cancer organizations and by alternative healers. It asks: What did hope mean to such men and women? How did they construct this meaning? How did they decide which treatments were hopeful and which were not? And, how did they use hope to imagine the social world of cancer? In short, this article explores the vernacular meanings, epistemologies, and imaginative uses of hope among Americans in the mid-twentieth century. KEYWORDS: hope, cancer, quackery, Harry M. Hoxsey, Food and Drug Administration. and Robert Tenuta and Laura Carroll (AMA), who provided me with access to their respective archival collections. I owe a particular debt to John Swann, who brought the FDA collection to my notice, explained the sometimes arcane workings of that agency, and introduced me to stir-fry Fridays in the FDA canteen, now sadly discontinued.
HEN in 1956 Harry M. Hoxsey published his major work on cancer, You Don't Have to Die, he took a very dim view of the response of most physicians to the disease. Doctors, he claimed, were infected by panic. They had little confidence in the treatments they prescribed. Experience had taught them that a cancer patient was unlikely to survive long. The average physician, he noted, had "given up hope, [ and had] mentally consigned the helpless wretch [the patient] to death," and the patient would generally oblige by dying on time.
1 In Hoxsey's view, the tragedy was that these deaths were quite preventable. "No case of cancer, however far advanced, is entirely hopeless," he claimed. 2 The problem was not the disease, but the physician's attitude: his hopelessness was "contagious," and patients who caught the contagion gave up and died. Part of the aim of You Don't Have to Die was to instill in the public a hope that cancer could be cured.
Hoxsey was not alone in encouraging such hope. Thus, shortly after its foundation in 1913, the American Society for the Control of Cancer (ASCC) instituted what it called a "Message of Hope" in its efforts to persuade Americans to seek early diagnosis and treatment. 3 The "message"-that cancer was curable if caught early and treated by a recognized physician-was adopted by virtually all other American cancer organizations and came to be a central part of cancer control policies during the first half of the century. 4 Most important for my purposes, the "message of hope" came to play a significant symbolic role as a counterweight to the them dubious) methods. Whereas Hoxsey portrayed himself as the "only hope" for those with cancer, orthodox cancer agencies argued that what he in fact offered was the "false hope" of a cure for the disease. And where Hoxsey argued that surgery, X rays, and radium offered little or no hope of a cure, the cancer agencies argued that these three modalities were in fact the only hope for a cure. Hope thus came to play a central political role in the struggle between the two sides. Both placed great store in its power to attract patients to their respective treatment regimens, to maintain patient loyalty through the vicissitudes of therapy, to sustain trust in their expertise, and to encourage doubts about the opposition. This article explores the public's responses to the competing messages of hope put out by Hoxsey and his opponents and what they tell us about the vernacular meanings and uses of hope in 1950s America.
My focus is a collection of several thousand letters written to the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in the mid-to late 1950s (especially 1956-1957) concerning a campaign the agency launched against Hoxsey. 8 As the federal body concerned with regulating drugs, the FDA had taken a growing interest in Hoxsey's medications for cancer from the late 1940s.
9 But its efforts to stop his activities were largely frustrated, and Hoxsey's popularity seemed to grow. Thus, in April 1956, the agency issued a public warning to the nation, urging people not to go to Hoxsey and inviting them to write for further information (see Figure 1) .
Thousands responded to the invitation. Most were simple requests for the more information that the FDA promised. But a 8. In addition to these letters (available through Food and Drug Administration's [FDA] History Office HFC-24, Room 12-69, 5600 Fishers Lane, Rockville, MD 20857 [hereafter FDA archives]), a small number of letters concerning Hoxsey can also be found in the AMA's health fraud collection, held at American Medical Association, Department of Archives, 515 North State Street, Chicago, IL 60610 (hereafter AMA archives). Access to the FDA collection was conditional upon maintaining the anonymity of correspondents, other than government officials, physicians, and scientists. Therefore, most correspondents are identified only by their initials and the town and state from which the letter originated. James T. Patterson refers to a collection of letters about Hoxsey preserved at the NCI and scheduled for transfer to the National Archives in 1986. I have been unable to locate these letters. Patterson, Dread Disease, 163 and 321. substantial number took the opportunity to write more. In so doing they set out what they meant by hope, how they chose between the competing messages of hope provided by Hoxsey and his critics, and how they assessed what was hopeful and what was not. They also used hope to write about the social world of cancer. Thus these letters provide a window onto the vernacular meanings, epistemologies, and imaginative uses of hope. The historiographic intent of this article is to recover these meanings and uses.
HOXSEY, THE FDA AND THE ORIGINS OF THE LETTERS
Born in 1901, the youngest of twelve children, Harry Hoxsey grew up in Girard, a small town southwest of Springfield in rural Illinois. 10 Leaving school after the eighth grade, he worked in the coal mines of nearby Taylorville and sold insurance on the side. He started treating cancer around 1920 or 1921, employing an escharotic paste, a corrosive chemical (apparently discovered by his father or great-grandfather) that ate away the flesh.
11 His practice flourished. In 1924 he opened cancer clinics in Taylorville and (briefly) Chicago, and in 1925 he established the Hoxide Institute under the sponsorship of the Taylorville Chamber of Commerce. The Illinois attorney's office pressed charges against him for practicing medicine without a license, and this-and the fact that in 1927 other members of his family sued him for a share of their father's estate-led to the closure of the Institute in 1928. For the next few years Hoxsey lived an itinerant existence, continuing to treat patients at various locations, mainly in the Midwest, the East, and the South, during which time he also qualified as a naturopath. In 1936 he set up a clinic in Dallas, Texas, and broadened the range of therapies available. Now he also offered an internal-what he called "chemotherapeutic" in pill form. His practice expanded, and in 1946 Hoxsey opened a new, enlarged clinic in Dallas, the center of his operations until it closed in the early 1960s. By the 1950s, this clinic was one of the largest cancer treatment centers-orthodox or otherwise-in the country. Other Hoxsey clinics were springing up, including, in 1955, one at Portage in Pennsylvania that closed almost the moment it opened, following a widely publicized raid by FDA agents and subsequent litigation. Hoxsey also routinely treated people by mail, shipping his remedies to patients across the country. According to one estimate, Hoxsey's gross annual income in the mid-1950s was around $1.5 million from some 8000 patients.
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Orthodox physicians regarded Hoxsey as a smooth-talking salesman, a "fake," "fraud," or "fakir" who fed off the hopes of those with cancer. As Oliver Field, the director of the American Medical Association's (AMA) Bureau of Investigation, put it, Hoxsey boasted that he rode around "in an air-conditioned Cadillac, and his money for such is obtained from hopeful cancer victims."
14 For his part, Hoxsey portrayed himself as the defender of the small man, a patriot, anti-communist, Christian, and an untiring crusader for the sick and the vulnerable. 15 His healing power was a gift from God, he claimed. Yet, like Jesus Christ, he also saw himself as persecuted for trying to help the needy. 16 "Why these quacks insist on mixing religion with their mischief is difficult for me to understand," Field noted, "except that it demonstrates the essential fraudulence of the manner in which they parade around pretending to have concern for man's spiritual welfare." 17 Medical organizations were worried about not only Hoxsey's message, but also his ability to disseminate it. Hoxsey was a gifted speaker, appearing regularly on the radio and in other public speaking forums. He published books and tracts on his treatment and attracted considerable attention from the religious and alternative But most attention focused on a slew of articles in The Defender Magazine, published by the right-wing evangelical fundamentalist Gerald Winrod, "the rabblerousing publisher-preacher-radio orator of Wichita, Kan.," as Field described him. 20 Such publications reached an audience that cancer control organizations found difficult to appeal to, and their anxieties were exacerbated by Hoxsey's ability to attract political, medical, and financial support for his operations. For example, the Portage clinic was established with the support of state senator John Haluska, and in Dallas, Hoxsey appears to have fallen in with right-wing conservatives such as the millionaire H. L. Hunt. 21 As one AMA critic put it in the 1930s: "The trouble is that Hoxsey has been able to interest some wealthy men in his rotten scheme, and when money begins to talk, it usually makes a noise."
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In their efforts to dissuade people from attending his clinic, the AMA and allied opponents of Hoxsey routinely questioned his claims to offer hope for cancer. For example, the FDA repeatedly warned (potential) Hoxsey clients that he offered "no hope," 23 or the wrong sort of hope-the "false hope" of a cure for incurable cancers, as one FDA official called it. 24 His clinic, another official warned, was "a place where a great many people have been going under the false hope that Mr. Hoxsey has a treatment for cancer only later to be forced to recognize the truth; namely, that his treatment is worthless." 25 To such officials, the particular danger that Hoxsey posed was that he encouraged patients to delay in seeking help from a recognized physician until after the best opportunities for effective intervention were gone. As John Heller, Director of the National Cancer Institute (NCI), noted in 1953, congratulating the FDA for one of its many attacks on Hoxsey:
Our efforts in cancer control are directed toward reduction of the intervals between onset and diagnosis of cancer, and between diagnosis and the application of effective treatment. People who fall victims to quacks are diverted from this narrow course for the best clinical management of cancer. 26 Officials also worried that Hoxsey's ability to target real limitations in the effectiveness of orthodox approaches to cancer undermined any faith in their ability to treat the disease. It was difficult to disagree with Hoxsey that orthodox approaches to cancer were often of little help to patients, but cancer agencies argued that they still offered the best chance of a cure. "[E]ven though medical science has not advanced to the point where a cure can be promised," an FDA official pleaded with one patient tempted by Hoxsey, ". . . the only hope for those afflicted with cancer is to have faith in experts in the field of cancer." 27 But it was often an uphill task persuading people to maintain such faith and to agree with them on who was an expert, and Hoxsey complicated the matter with vigorous attacks on his medical critics.
In his view, such critics misled the public with exaggerated claims about their ability to treat cancer, only to abandon their patients as "hopeless" once the limits of their therapeutic methods became apparent. Other physician critics, he argued, erroneously regarded all cancers as hopeless. The result was the same: physicians betrayed their patients by regarding them as hopeless when they were not; by denying them the benefits of the Hoxsey treatment; and by spreading the "contagion" of hopelessness. 28 For such reasons Hoxsey urged his readers to pay attention to the "faint spark of hope" 29 -"fanned into bright flame" 30 -that they might feel on reading about his treatment, and to ignore all attempts by orthodox physicians to douse such flames. A widely printed advertisement (see Figure 2) claimed that the Hoxsey clinic offered "more than hope," though (as the text suggests) not the certainty of a cure.
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It was in this context that in April 1956 the FDA took the unprecedented step of issuing a public warning to people not to seek treatment from Hoxsey and inviting them to write for more information. As previously mentioned, the response was overwhelming. Of the 9,180 responses that survive, the vast majority were straightforward requests for more information, but around 1,516 wrote more, from a few extra lines to many pages. Most attacked the FDA for its campaign, a few wrote in support, and others provided information on their ills and their experience with physicians and with Hoxsey (whom they also spelled Hoxey, Hoxy, and Hoxie). They told of their understandings of cancer, their concerns for family and friends, their attitudes toward the FDA's action, and their thoughts on surgery, radiotherapy, cancer research, quackery, and many other issues. Most important for my purpose, some also wrote about "hope": why they had hope of Hoxsey or orthodox medicine; how they sought to deal with "hopelessness"; and how they decided on what was hopeful and what was not. They also wrote about the value of hope as a comfort for the hopeless and the ways in which hope might be exploited by commercial, political, or supernatural interests and agencies. The analysis that follows is based on a sample of 231 letters that employ the term "hope." For many reasons, this collection is a problematic source. The files seem to have been weeded at some point in the past. 32 The sample that survives is biased toward critics of orthodox medicine; there are hints of organized letter-writing campaigns against the FDA; and the information on those who wrote is often limited. It can be difficult to infer occupation, class, marital status, ethnicity, religious affiliation, and even gender from these letters; sometimes all we have is an initial, a surname, and a return address, and ethical and practical considerations have restricted follow-up. Some letters are anonymous. Nevertheless, these letters offer a valuable window onto how supporters and opponents of Hoxsey engaged with the competing messages of hope put out by Hoxsey and the cancer agencies and what this tells us about vernacular meanings, epistemologies, and imaginative uses of hope.
The letters can be divided into two groups: those who supported Hoxsey, and a smaller number of doubters. Many of the former appear to have come from evangelical Protestant backgrounds.
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They affirmed the authority of the Bible, the necessity of conversion, and the duty of holy living. They used their letters as an opportunity to evangelize, to seek converts among government officials, and to warn of the dangers of abandoning Jesus. They tended to see America, their homeland, as abandoning the faith of their parents and grandparents. Their responses to the FDA can, therefore, be seen as part of a broader story of the separation and marginalization since the 1920s of evangelical Protestantism from mainstream Protestantism and from broader American society. 34 In the 1950s, anxieties about such marginalization were given added impetus by the Cold War crusades against godless communism and anxieties about the impact of big business on the small man and woman. Letter writers tended to see conspiracies of communists within government and to worry about the restrictions placed by business organizations-including organized medicine-on individual freedom and choice. Despite an evangelical emphasis on renunciation of the world, these individuals were willing to engage with the world when threatened by communists, corporations, and cancer.
The smaller group of doubters is more difficult to characterize. Many expressed no religious opinion or wrote in ways that suggest a liberal modernist church background. They were generally less willing than Hoxsey's supporters to see direct personal experience of a cure as a means of countering medical knowledge or authority. They were also generally less willing than Hoxsey's supporters to see conspiracies of communists and big business against them. They were less critical of government and organized medicine, nor were anti-Catholic or Jewish sentiments as evident as among Hoxsey's supporters. Some doubters identified themselves as Jewish or Catholic. Many letters suggest a higher level of formal education than among Hoxsey's supporters. 35 I write of tendencies within these letters. Hoxsey's supporters tended toward evangelical, and sometimes fundamentalist, Christianity; Hoxsey's doubters tended toward mainstream Protestantism and other denominations and religious traditions. Each side tended toward different attitudes on medicine, government, big business, and communism. Yet individuals were not consistent in their letters, and groups were often divided in their response to Hoxsey. Thus, individual supporters might criticize government agencies at the same time as they appealed for help from the same agencies; evangelical Christians were divided over Hoxsey's association with faithhealing, and over the value of personal experience or correct belief in assessing the hope he offered; and, despite the anti-Catholic and anti-Semitic tendencies of his supporters, Hoxsey found support among Catholics and Jews. Supporters and doubters thus shaded into one another, degrees along a spectrum, distinct at the extremes, but blurring into each other. 
Out of Hopelessness
Many of those who corresponded with the FDA regarding its campaign against Hoxsey echoed his comments. The hope that Hoxsey offered was-as cancer experts feared, and Hoxsey acknowledged (see Figure 3) -a product of the fact that many doctors regarded cancer as a "hopeless" condition.
Many complained that their physicians did little more than diagnose them or their family and friends as hopeless and then leave them to die, and it was for this reason that they turned to Hoxsey.
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In numerous letters, supporters and opponents alike acknowledged that all too often he was their "only hope," 37 someone to turn to "when all hopes were gone."
38 He cured some of cancer when they were "in despair and hopeless about it," 39 and gave hope to family relatives, such as the son whose father was cured by Hoxsey so that "we all had hope for him." 40 Critics argued that Hoxsey exploited such hopes for financial gain, and that his cures did little good and much harm. But what was someone abandoned by regular medicine to do? "What are you going to do if they, (the Dr's) of Omaha send you home and say there is no hope, you have cancer and we can't help you," asked one woman from Nebraska, requesting help from the FDA for her brother. "All they do around here is say its to [ The FDA responded to another correspondent that it was very rare for a reputable doctor to "advise a patient that his case is hopeless. Usually this is the conclusion of the patient and not of the doctors."
42 But whether or not the FDA was right about the doctor's advice, patients often did conclude that they were regarded as hopeless, and they turned to Hoxsey as a consequence. Thus one son saw Hoxsey as "a possible hope" for the cure of his mother, "given up to die by our medical doctor." 43 A woman from San Diego, California, noted that a young man in her church turned to Hoxsey because "the doctors do not give much hope for his recovery." 44 Another woman from Carson City, Nevada, whose brother-in-law had had surgery and radium, reported that "the Drs. say there is still no hope for him." 45 Many noted that they knew of so-called hopeless cases cured by Hoxsey. One stated that "our minister's father was cured over 9 yrs. ago at Hoxsey Clinic after being given no hope by 
Drs,"
46 while another wrote of a man cured by Hoxsey after being informed by the Mayo Clinic that "there was no hope for him." 47 The tragedy in the last example-reported in a letter written by a woman from Pipestem, West Virginia-was that this man had been cured of the same type of cancer that had killed her father. As one Texas woman whose mother had been cured by Hoxsey told President Eisenhower: "If you have ever seen someone you loved with the above mentioned diseases you can well imagine how I feel with Larrick of Food & Drug trying to close Hoxseys."
48 George P. Larrick was the FDA Commissioner.
As such remarks suggest, many commentators were aghast at what they saw as the temerity of the FDA in attacking Hoxsey, given the poor state of medical knowledge about cancer. Some were angered at taxpayers' money going to attacks on an institution that had brought "extended years of life and happiness to hundreds of patients, many of whom had been given up as hopeless by the medical profession." 49 It was a common story that the "cured" patient would later return to the doctor after treatment by Hoxsey. As one put it, "he [the doctor] certainly was surprised to see me. He didn't expect to see me alive any more."
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Not everyone was persuaded that Hoxsey did provide a cure. But even doubters could be persuaded that the hope he offered was psychologically beneficial. For example, one noted that after attending Hoxsey's clinic, her brother-in-law (given up for dead by orthodox physicians) was once again interested in living: "We don't know if he will be cured, although he has shown improvement, but if nothing else it has given him hope and happiness."
51 Another correspondent from Rockville Centre, New York, picked up on a medical justification for such hope, noting that while Hoxsey's treatment "may not be a cure all it does increase a patient's hopes which is in itself something that even the medical [profession] want [,] this increase of 'hope' [,] particularly as other means appear to have no real benefit."
52 Another doubted that Hoxsey promised a cure but still saw benefit in his treatment. The world, he noted, was waiting to hear of a cure for cancer: "it brings hope to the hopeless," and he criticized what he called the Health department for dousing "any hopes the Cancer victim has of even becoming partially cured." 53 So it was that many commentators mixed a medical or psychological justification of the "hope" offered by Hoxsey with commentaries on medicine's own ineffectiveness against the disease. Hoxsey, the argument went, offered psychological benefit, and it was not always clear to letter writers what the FDA's campaign against Hoxsey offered in its stead. Indeed, given the belief in medicine's ineffectiveness against cancer, the campaign seemed to destroy even the possibility of hope for those who had none. Some among those sympathetic to the FDA's campaign found that it raised some very difficult issues. What were they to tell friends or family who found hope in Hoxsey and little elsewhere? What would be left for them if their hopes were shattered? "Would it be wrong to destroy her hope?" one correspondent asked the FDA of a friend who had cancer and was attending the "Hoxie" clinic. 54 Among critics of the FDA, the psychological benefits of hope were not, however, the main concern. For most such critics, Hoxsey 56 Another wrote that the Hoxsey Clinic at Portage, Pennsylvania, gave cancer sufferers "new life, new hope, and placed them back into society, and sent them home to their loved ones after being told their cases were hopeless by medical doctors previously."
57 With so much good news emanating from Dallas and Portage, many echoed Hoxsey's own claims that his clinics tended to attract patients that had been given up as hopeless by the medical profession ("They seldom gets a cancer patient that hasn't been given up as hopeless by the M.Ds, and they cure many of them" 58 ; "The ones the Hoxsies are getting is the ones that un-Curable and beyond hope" 59 ). How unjust the FDA's action seemed in such light: "Of course I know and I know that you know," noted one critic of the FDA, "that the Hoxsey Clinic has cured hundreds of cases of both internal and external cancer after all other treatments had failed and their cases been pronounced hopeless. argued that orthodox medicine refused to investigate his cures, some correspondents demanded that the examination of Hoxsey's claims should be given priority over other areas of research. 63 Others questioned the need for research at all. In their view, research might promise the hope of a cure, but it did so only in the future. Hoxsey, by contrast, offered it now. It was an oft-stated comment that cancer researchers claimed that Hoxsey offered little or no hope and yet had nothing to offer in its place. As one commentator put it: "If the Hoxsey treatment is worthless then have the Cancer research foundations anything with more hope in to offer?" 64 None of this is to say that critics of the FDA gave up all hope in research. If people turned in desperation to those whom orthodox medicine regarded as quacks, they also turned in desperation to the very researchers they had doubts about. A critic of cancer research foundations makes the point. His wife had breast cancer, and for all his doubts about the hope offered by such foundations, he was unwilling to abandon them entirely. If, he asked, the FDA did think that the cancer research foundations offered more hope than Hoxsey, then "If so could my wife get admitted to such a reputable foundation, Bethesda being one?" 65 As the daughter of a father who had recently died of cancer noted, "We would gladly have tried any research drug, [if] even a slight hope was given." 66 If hopes in Hoxsey involved a critique of research, they also involved a critique of surgery and radiotherapy, the mainstays of orthodox treatments. All too often, critics claimed, these "cures" offered no hope at all, despite the faith vested in them by orthodox medicine. Time after time people had to watch loved ones die after undergoing dreadful torture, such as the woman whose daughter "was one year sick the Dr Cutting and Burning her up she was Baked Brown frying and such a death." 67 Repeatedly the medical profession was criticized for announcing cures by surgery, X rays, and radium, only to find that those allegedly "cured" by such methods subsequently died, often after considerable expense. 68 As with research, many people turned to the very therapies they had doubts about; the disease was too serious to give up hope, even in such "hopeless" treatments. Yet they continually worried about such reliance. Perhaps with such concerns in mind, a Kansas couple blamed the FDA's poster campaign for forcing individuals to rely on such hopeless treatments: "it's a shame that so many more victims of cancer will be doomed to expensive radium treatments and surgery with no hope either." 69 As these comments suggest, many were concerned not only about the alleged ineffectiveness of orthodox treatments, but also about their cost. As one Hoxsey supporter put it:
Have you ever paid hundreds of dollars to Medical doctors and the same to surgeons in the hopes of being cured or even improved in health as a victim of cancer only to grow worse continually, and after you had spent precious time and money to have Specialists tell you they could do nothing more for you and send you home to die? 70 Estimates of Hoxsey's fees vary-the FDA suggested that he charged around $460 for a treatment (see Figure 1) -but, whatever the charge, it was often regarded as cheaper than orthodox treatments. One wrote that if a man in her neighborhood-now in the gravehad gone to Hoxsey, "he would have had the hope of living and not near the cost as Rochester [the Mayo Clinic, the butt of much criticism]". 71 Another noted that the Mayo Clinic had charged $1200 only to send her husband home to die, while Hoxsey had cured him for $400: "you dont [ If orthodox medicine offered little or no hope, then many commentators wondered why it continued to promote its treatments. "Why do doctors operate when they know the case is hopeless?" 73 asked one Arkansas correspondent after noting that medical science could not cure cancer, the proof of which was a neighbor operated on and sent home to die. 74 The answer for some was money. Physicians were always after their fee. "I have known of many 'exploratory operations' on hopeless cases; and why?" asked one, "because of the fee involved." 75 Many pointed out that the AMA was concerned about Hoxsey only because they had no financial control over him. 76 They had nothing to offer: they didn't have a cure and didn't want Hoxsey to have it. Professional jealousy and greed were involved: "Please, Man you know they are doing good. get rid of that jealous, hatred spirit and let the Hoxsey alone."
77 For such reasons, they often argued that the FDA was only doing the AMA's work for them; a "friend" noted one who would destroy "Hoxie" for a "consideration". 78 79 Repeatedly, commentators criticized the AMA as a monopoly previously attacked by New Dealers. 80 It sought not only to restrict competition, but also to undermine consumer choice: "If the public are satisfied with them [Hoxsey] and they offer a source by which they can hold out a hope of cure then why should they be deliberately ridden out of business by their competitors?"
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Related to these concerns about financial and competitive pressure was a critique of quackery within medicine. 82 For some, orthodox treatments were "the most damnable quackery ever invented by the devil."
83 Many also associated quackery with financial corruption and deceit. "Only 'quacks' administer surgery, X-ray and radium," 84 commented one writer, concluding: "A quack is one who cuts and bleeds and burns and collects, while knowing and admitting that the method of treatment being used offers no hope for the patient." " Figure it 82. Occasionally FDA officials were also labeled quacks, as one critic asked George Larrick, "did you ever stop to think you might not be the man for your job, you might be a quack in your field." Anonymous [Independence, Missouri] to G. P. Larrick It was such concerns about financial corruption in medicine that prompted many critics of the FDA to suggest that the label quack was quite inappropriate to Hoxsey. As one put it, the trouble was that "'quacks' has come to mean anyone who does not take orders from the A.M.A." 87 Others saw a contradiction between the label "quack" and what they saw as the generosity, honesty, and openness of Hoxsey. "If Mr. Hoxsey is a quack why does he do so much for charity [?]" asked a woman from Leadwood, Missouri, with reference to the claim that Hoxsey treated 25% of his patients free of charge. 88 "Wouldn't you say a quack would be defined, as a money grabber?" she noted, with reference to orthodox physicians.
89 "He [Hoxsey] is not a quack [noted another]. He is honest, His clinics are true and honest; and help all they can." 90 Others picked up on Hoxsey's claim that the medical profession refused to test his treatments. "Quack doctors cover up their procedures and elude investigation," noted a retired minister, turning medical arguments about Hoxsey's secrecy on their head-for, in his view, Hoxsey invited investigation, while orthodox physicians did not. 91 Others were less concerned with the label itself, as one asked, "who cares if he is called a 'quack' or not as long as he saves life." 92 If critics attacked the FDA for promoting quackery and commercialism within medicine, they also worried about its neglect of other issues. Many asked why the FDA was attacking someone like Hoxsey who did good, while ignoring issues such as fluoridation, tobacco, liquor, dope, and food adulteration, which, in the view of some, also caused cancer.
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For some, the explanation was obvious: the FDA was in the pay of industrial interests: "It seems there are so many government employees down there at Wash. getting a big fat salary, that should protect our citizens, instead of getting a bribe from the big drug, liquor, and refreshment interests."
94 Such comments also highlight how individuals challenged medically sanctioned notions of citizenship. In a 1947 leaflet, the American Cancer Society (ACS) associated citizenship with people's willingness to support campaigns such as that of the ACS. 95 But, the writer above hinted, the cancer agencies did not reciprocate by protecting those who supported it. She also highlighted the suspicion of government-and allegedly overpaid government employees-that pervades criticism of the FDA's action. In her view, such employees were somehow breaking contract with citizen-taxpayers who paid them for protection. The government worked for big business and not for the public, afraid, as another critic put it, to hurt "our tobacco growers and the feelings of chain smoking physicians and T.V. commercial payers." 96 Thus, the critique of the FDA brought together a broad range of popular concerns about corruption within government, medicine, and science, and of the role of vested interests in shaping government policy, all working against the small man or woman. 97 To their critics, government (and medicine and science) seemed remarkably unresponsive to popular opinion. Many writers argued that government worked hand in hand with organized medicine not only to undermine competition, but also to restrict consumers' ability to choose. In an age when mass consumption was supposed to deliver a more equal, free, and democratic nation, individuals worried about the impact of the restrictions imposed by big organizations on such ideals. 98 Big government and big business were not only anticompetitive and anti-consumerist, they were also anti-democratic: "Couldn't thousands of these testimonials [noted one writer concerned about the Pittsburgh trial of the Portage Clinic] mean anything to these big organizations or are they heartless where individual lives are concerned? This country is still supposed to be a democracy." 99 Hoxsey's supporters also identified two other worrying tendencies within government. For some, government was a haven for communists intent on restricting freedom and fomenting trouble. Thus, one self-styled "red blooded American" noted that the FDA's action made it "possible for the communist to take over here without firing a shot. God forbid." 100 And others echoed the point. "Kill Kill, Kill, is all you Got in your Hearts so you communists can take over," 101 commented one Hoxsey supporter to George Larrick, blurring the alleged murderous effects of surgical operations with the alleged murderous intent of communists. "Everyone of you ought to be shot," he wrote, "so that we can have a peacefull [sic] U.S. the way it should be." 102 Others were concerned not only with communism, but also with anti-Christian tendencies within government. Many saw the FDA as subverting what they saw as the Christian foundations of the nation:
it was "condemning a Christian American . . . [it was one of the] the destroyers of a Christian America."
103 Some saw satanic influences at work behind such efforts, others the workings of godless communism, and others the spiritual corruption of mammon. Even the claim that doctors refused to visit Hoxsey's clinic to evaluate his treatments could be construed as unchristian, as one commentator put it: "It is not American, Christian, or even fair, to judge a man without hearing his side of the story." 104 Many took up such notions linking national identity with Christian salvation, fairness, and freedom. "I hope and pray for Dr. Hoxy that his wicked fighters [i.e., those opposed to him] come to naught and hope the Lord will save America from its wicked sins."
105 "I am a Christian," the writer noted in an earlier letter, echoing the sentiments of other correspondents, "a law abiding citizen and I hope and pray our land may stay free."
106 Yet for all their claims that America was a Christian nation, letter writers often betrayed a concern that in fact the country was no longer Christian. American society had turned its back on the faith that had helped form the nation. Christians now felt like strangers in their own homeland, and the FDA and orthodox medicine were among the many agencies to blame for this state of affairs.
Lies and Deceit
It should be clear by now that, in their discussions of hope, Hoxsey's supporters also began to construct an image of the social world of cancer. This was a world in which medicine, government, and corporate interests worked (even conspired) against the small man or woman, inspired by commercial, communistic, and, sometimes, Central to such a vision of the world was the commonsense belief that what people wrote or said about cancer should illuminate what was really known about the disease. Ideally, words should be a clear lens onto the disease and its treatment. The worry for many of Hoxsey's supporters was that the language of medicine and government seemed to fall far short of this ideal. Rather than provide a transparent window onto cancer and its treatment, it seemed to distort or to cloud the picture. The suspicion was that such distorted and cloudy images were deliberately produced. Hoxsey's supporters claimed that medicine and government knew that the Hoxsey cure worked, and they knew the limits of their own treatments; they simply chose to obscure this knowledge, mislabeling Hoxsey as a "quack," patients as "hopeless," and surgery and radiotherapy as the "only hope."
Against the backdrop of such mistrust, letters to the FDA often focused critically on medical language. Letter writers worried that physicians used esoteric terminology to mislead plain men and women not privy to its mysteries. They worried about the power of the label "hopeless" to persuade a patient to give up and die. And they worried about the power of the phrase "the only hope," applied to radiotherapy and surgery, to encourage "false hopes" in orthodox medicine. Suspicious of the motives behind such labels and phrases, they listened to medicine and government and heard lies and deceit. The point was made for one man from McBride, Missouri, concerned about inconsistencies in the testimony of medical experts during the trial of the Portage Clinic:
I find that when a MD doctor says a person has cancer and he goes to Hoxsey and he is cured, then [according to the medical testimony] he didn't have cancer [,] but if he keeps going to the MD and he dies from x-ray and radium burns and cancer then [according to the medical testimony] he had cancer.
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Put another way, physicians tried to have it both ways. They denied Hoxsey's cures by the simple method of denying that his patients had the cancer in the first place. And, at the same time, they denied the deadly effects of their own treatments by suggesting that patients died of the cancer rather than the "cure."
109 "The trial also proves," this correspondent concluded, "that the MD that said that those people that had cancer and was cured by Hoxsey didn't have cancer in the first place so the MD doctors were liers [sic] ."
110 That is, the trial proved that physicians (who denied the existence of cancer in those cured by Hoxsey) were in fact liars.
Such suspicions of deception were echoed by many of Hoxsey's supporters. In their view, not only did physicians obscure the nature of cancer, not only did they distort what was known about the disease and the effectiveness of interventions against it, but they did so intentionally. "Now you know as well as I do," wrote one critic, "that . 109. An alternative reading of this quotation is that, according to the letter writer, physicians claimed that patients who were treated by orthodox physicians (MDs) had cancer, while those who turned to Hoxsey did not. This reading captures the writer's concerns about physicians' denial that Hoxsey could successfully treat cancer but not the concern about the harmful effects of radiotherapy and surgery. Concerns about lies and deceit allowed Hoxsey's supporters to associate medicine and government with other groups that allegedly also lied to promote their own interests and agendas-the lies of the "communist," and sometimes the "Jew" and the "Catholic," 116 often seen as subverting such institutions for their own purposes, as did that other inveterate liar: big business. But if medicine and government were subverted by such lying groups, they were also corrupted by something even darker, the ultimate cause of all their deceit-Satan himself. "Your smear attacks on Dr Hoxsey are the Vilest lies Ive [sic] ever read," wrote a correspondent from Council Bluffs, Iowa. "My Bible tells me that Satan is the father of all lies, and that God hates liars[.] It also tells me that no liar shall enter the kingdom of heaven . . . My advice to you is for you to get right with God & your fellow men. Eternity is a long long time to be sorry."
117 And another commentator warned the FDA that "God made the truth, the devil specializes in lies. How much better it will be, to be on God's side than on the side of old Satan."
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The belief that lies and deceit might have satanic origins could bring out evangelistic impulses. ("Are you saved?" one asked the FDA. 119 ) Repeatedly writers mixed an appeal to the agency to turn to Jesus with the righteous desire for the eternal punishment for those who persisted in their persecution of Hoxsey. One correspondent, for example, urged George Larrick and the AMA to fall on their knees and to ask God for forgiveness, noting, as she put it, that "When Jesus comes back to earth and I hope that will be soon-the Drs of Medical Association will suffer for the crimes they have done." 120 Another noted that he would be glad to hear that "you have turned from your wicked ways and accepted Christ as your own personal Savour [sic] before ia [sic] too late." 121 No doubt, such warnings of eternal damnation could serve to encourage people to turn to Jesus. Occasionally, however, the impulse to bring someone to Jesus was in danger of being overwhelmed by the desire for hellfire and damnation that awaited the critics of Hoxsey. As the writer from McBride, Missouri, noted: "I hope God will see that the TRUTH comes out soon and those who are Lieing [sic] will see HELL in full fire."
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If concerns about lies and deceit allowed Hoxsey's supporters to associate medicine and government with deceitful social and supernatural agencies, it also allowed them to differentiate Hoxsey and his supporters from such agencies. Correspondents constantly noted the lies and deceit of medicine and government as a means of contrasting these agencies with the "integrity," "good reputation," or "honesty" of Hoxsey and those who spoke for him, and so of asserting the authority and veracity of the latter. Thus one letter noted the writer's reliance on the statement of "a reputable buissness [sic] man known world wide for his veracity."
123 Another noted that Hoxsey had been investigated by "people of integrity," 124 that his treatment could be proven to the satisfaction of "those who are Just," 125 and that he "was sorry for those poor people who once had cancer were cured and lived to prove the merit of this method of cure [, only The last quotation highlights a second reason for differentiating medicine and government from Hoxsey and his supporters. In the view of the latter, medicine and government routinely questioned their honesty and integrity. They were the subject of smear and innuendo by medicine and its allies. As one anonymous writer from Willmar, Minnesota, commented: "The God-fearing Public is beginning to be fed up with your line of propaganda of character smear and down-right lies." 127 Others enlarged on the point: "quit using the taxpayers['] money to call them [Hoxsey's patients] liars"; 128 "Why do you folks [the FDA] make every body and every one out liars? Who is the liars?" 129 Hoxsey's patients were not liars, claimed Hoxsey's supporters. On the contrary, they were people who spoke plainly, whose words (contrary to the alleged claims of orthodox physicians) were truthful and reflected what they really believed. Their language, supporters claimed, was true to the plain, honest soul within, just as the language of medicine and government was true to the corrupt souls within those institutions.
Knowledge
Such lies and deceit created a problem for Hoxsey's supporters. How were they to explain how they knew what was hopeful and what was not? Perhaps the dominant approach was to rely on what might be called an empiricist epistemology that saw proof of hope as based on the direct observation of a "cure." People routinely argued that they had hope in Hoxsey because they had observed him cure people in the past and consequently believed that he offered hope for others. Grounded in older vernacular traditions that saw the body as a sort of open book, available for all to read, and that judged efficacy in terms of the physical effects produced by a treatment on the patient's body, such an epistemology provided a valuable means of countering medical lies and deceit. 130 From this perspective, medicine had no monopoly on medical knowledge. Anyone could verify the disappearance of a tumor. Anyone could see the return of weight, appetite, and a healthy complexion. Thus, direct observation provided an assurance of authenticity in a world threatened by conspiracy and lies. It promised to expose the falsehoods that critics believed were promulgated by the medical profession and its supporters.
Physicians complained that most people were not competent to decide on whether a cure had taken place. Such "cures," they claimed, were often little more than the natural remission of a cancer that might return later with deadly results. They also argued that many so-called cancers were not cancers at all, but some other growths that Hoxsey's escharotic ate away or that disappeared of their own accord. But such arguments held little sway among those who wrote in support of Hoxsey. They observed friends and relatives disappear off to Dallas and return without the tumors that took them there. They described their own cures, how they took Hoxsey's medicine, and that the results were amazing. 131 Growths disappeared, and people regained appetite, weight, or a healthy complexion, all of which showed that Hoxsey was doing what he claimed. As one correspondent put it, "the proof is plainly evident that the Hoxsey clinic is curing cancer." 132 Empiricism was neatly suited to the political concerns of many critics of medicine and government. To those who worried about antidemocratic tendencies in medicine and government, it provided a foundation-the experiences of ordinary men and women-upon which to validate a broader range of opinion than medicine or government allowed. To those who worried about medical attempts to define citizenship in terms of allegiance to official programs of cancer control, it provided a foundation upon which to base an alternative vision of citizenship. To those who worried about attempts to restrict consumer choice, it provided a basis upon which those who saw themselves as ordinary men and women could make such a choice. Empiricism was also well fitted to an attack on the conspiracies of communists, Catholics, and Jews, for it grounded the revelation of such conspiracies in the observations of those who saw themselves as ordinary Americans. It also had remarkable parallels with evangelical beliefs about conversion and holy living. By demanding visible evidence of a cure, empiricism argued for a similar kind of proof to that required by evangelical Protestants to demonstrate the genuineness of faith: visible evidence of conversion. Indeed, the language of empiricism often echoed that of evangelicalism. Many described their observations in terms of their "personal experience" or "witness" of a cure. 133 Just as some evangelical Christians prized "personal experience" and "witness" over theological expertise, so it seems that many of those who wrote to the FDA prized personal experience and witness over medical or scientific expertise.
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None of this is to say that people saw no limits to a faith in direct observation. Writers, for example, recognized that perceptions of a cure might be conjured out of an excess of hope, or that they might be the work of the devil. They also recognized that the fact of a cure could be a technically difficult thing to determine, and that the fact that the Hoxsey cure worked on one individual did not mean that it would work on another. However, in the heated debates over Hoxsey's treatments, such recognition had to be carefully handled. For example, Hoxsey's supporters feared that physicians used the tricks that hope could play on perception to undermine the validity of what 133. One writer, for example, noted that he "personally witnessed Mr. Whitehead from Colorado. . . . [described as "hopeless" by the "leading doctor of Portland"]. . . . In six weeks he went home with only a healthy looking skin where the cancer had been." HS [St. Helena, California] to G. P. Larrick, 5 July 1956, Accession 63A292, Box 525, Folder AF27-026 (W-C) 4, FDA archives. In some letters, "witness" referred not only to the activity of observing, but also to testimony to what was observed. Neither form of "witness" was given credibility by orthodox medicine.
134. Although Hoxsey attracted considerable support from evangelicals, he also gained the trust of individuals from other religious groups such as Catholics and Episcopalians with different visions of theological expertise. Moreover, evangelicals themselves disagreed about whether the Bible said that the Christians had to have theological experts, preachers, or even a church. Some, such as the Plymouth Brethren, had assemblies with no regular paid preachers, while others accorded preachers a more important role in interpreting the word of God and in inspiring a congregation. many people saw, and so to restrict consumer choice. "I have seen the proof [a writer from Northfield, Michigan wrote, defending his observation with the following comment]. Not because I am a fanatic grasping at straws or what ever quackery product might offer the threads of hope." 135 Faced with such problems, Hoxsey's supporters sought to bolster their observations with other forms of evidence. Some confirmed their own observations of a cure with the observation of an orthodox physician. Others told the FDA of the cures they had heard of from trusted friends, family, colleagues, and pastors. 136 They also wrote of cures reported in magazine articles, in tracts, on the radio, in sermons, and in meetings organized by Hoxsey and his followers. They visited Dallas and Portage, "talked to many cured folks there," 137 and informed the FDA and other organizations of their findings. "I went to hear Dr. Hoxsey [one correspondent wrote the FDA] and listen to testimonies from people who went to him when orthodox medical men had given them up as hopeless, and at the Hoxsey Clinic they were restored to health." 138 "Five of my own family went to Dallas to investigate the Hoxsey Cancer Clinic," one correspondent wrote to J. Edgar Hoover, Chief of the FBI, highlighting the inspirational value of such talk. "We spent two days at the clinic talking to patients and Drs. and those patients are the most cheerfull [sic] people I have ever met. Being lifted from the depths of despair and gloom of certain death to hope and faith you could not believe without seeing." 139 Such comments highlight two other means by which people sought to support their arguments in favor of Hoxsey. First, since many relied on the opinions of others obtained through "talk" and "reading," epistemological questions were (as previously mentioned) often tied up with assessments of individual integrity, reputation, and honesty. According to this rationale, the credibility of such opinions could not be assessed without knowledge of those who provided them. Their association with someone of honesty or integrity was a path toward authentication. Second, many also relied on a sort of testing or evaluation of evidence or opinions. In their search for a cure, some noted that they sought second opinions from physicians, friends, family, and others, or that they evaluated medical opinions of Hoxsey by the effects of his treatment. Recall the hapless physician who, having previously diagnosed the patient as hopeless, now found him or her returned from Dallas and cured of the disease; or the many people who underwent surgery or radiotherapy to no effect, only to be cured by Hoxsey; or those who were told that the Hoxsey treatment was not a cure, only to hear of friends who had been cured by the healer; or those who turned to prayer and Bible reading after hearing conflicting accounts of Hoxsey. All these methods could be used to evaluate empirical observations, just as empirical observations tested the value of such methods. Thus the value of personal observation of a "cure" was, like hope itself, often assessed in relational terms. Its significance was often determined only in relation to other methods of assessment. Personal observation was assessed against the opinions of others and against the actual results of treatment.
If empiricism was suited to the political concerns of many critics of medicine and government, so was an alternative epistemological rationale for assessing the hopefulness or otherwise of a cure: a fundamentalist tendency among some writers to elevate correct belief and doctrinal exactitude over experiential claims. From this perspective, there was only one truth and one epistemic tool: the Bible. Those who sought truth elsewhere were wrong, whatever they might claim among themselves. They were ultimately deceptive and evil and doomed to divine condemnation. Such attitudes left little room for any type of cooperation. Compromise was a vice, not a virtue. The world was fallen, and government institutions were evil, unless and until the Lord led the righteous to establish a theocracy or came again. To most, there was no use in working to improve things; the Lord's second coming would see to that. In a fallen world, only a position of full and complete segregation from the larger society could provide the critical distance from which its condemnation could come. It was only when organizations such as the FDA imposed on their disengaged world that they were forced to engage. And in this case, they did so by asserting the reality and certainty of a hope based not so much on direct personal observation of a cure as on correct doctrinal belief. Fundamentalist tendencies among Hoxsey's supporters thus provided a challenge not only to medical knowledge but also to the vernacular empiricism that countered it. They stated that all knowledge based on human endeavor-medical or vernacularwas lacking in certainty compared with that based on God. In practice, however, many commentators seem to have mixed empirical and doctrinal approaches-for example, observing (witnessing?) a cure, and explaining their observations in terms of correct belief.
A final point needs to be made about Christian responsesfundamentalist or otherwise-to the official "message of hope." While many Christians tended to assess this message (as they also assessed their own observations) by means of prayer, Bible reading, and fellowship, they also tended to measure it against meanings of hope drawn from the Christian tradition. As one pastor noted, sending the FDA a leaflet containing a collection of Bible promises, the Bible "has never failed to bring peace, the assurance of forgiveness and blessed hope for the future here and hereafter to all who put their trust in Him." 140 The orthodox "message of hope" provided no such "blessed hope." It did not offer hope for the hereafter; it gave no hope of salvation, no spiritual sustenance, and it relied on the wisdom of men rather than the blood of the Lamb. It offered none of the certainties that Christ promised. "Would thinks and hopes satisfy you?" a tract sent by one correspondent asked, if on a dark night far from home you asked a passerby the way to town and he told you that he "thinks that such and such a way is the right one, and hopes you will be all right if you take it." The answer was no; according to the tract, the reader wanted (or should want) certainty, and in life that certainty came only through salvation. 
Doubts
Although the FDA received many letters from supporters of Hoxsey, it also received a smaller number from others who had doubts about the healer. Thus, one woman worried about her mother's continued faith in Hoxsey despite the fact that he seemed to be doing nothing for her; 142 another about a father who denied himself necessities to support Winrod; 143 another about a father taking a huge assortment of Hoxsey's pills "in the hope it will cure him"; 144 another that a brother's interest in Hoxsey might "undo all the doctors have done." 145 As such comments suggest, many had particular worries about family members who had become involved with Hoxsey, his supporters, or other alternative practitioners. The point was made by a man from Iron Mountain, Michigan, concerned about his wife. Despite hearing the truth of her condition ("No hope, and only a matter of time" 146 ), and despite losing her earlier faith in Hoxsey, she had, he claimed, continued to seek help from other cancer curers. "Desperation [he reflected] causes a panic, and all persons close to the one afflicted look for hope, anywhere." 147 This is not to say that every doubter was opposed to vesting hopes in Hoxsey. It has already been noted that some may have welcomed the comfort it brought to people who otherwise had no hope. Even doubters could find it difficult to deny the dying, those classed as "hopeless" by their physicians, the consolation that hope in Hoxsey might provide. Nevertheless, there were limits to this acceptance of the psychological benefits of Hoxsey's treatment. As the quotations above suggest, some worried that the hopes vested in Hoxsey might work against the benefits offered by other more orthodox treatments, undoing all the doctors had done, as one put it. Others may 147. Ibid. His wife was still living, "if you could call it that, but I know that soon, the end will come." have worried about the emotional motivations behind hope-even among those for whom medicine could do nothing. The man from Iron Mountain makes the point again. His comment was about the desperation and panic that prompted the search for hope. Among the psychological benefits of hope were the calm and consolation it could provide and perhaps the sense of doing something about an impossible situation. The terms "desperation" and "panic" suggest not only a disturbing lack of consolation and calmness, but also a loss of control.
Such anxieties highlight the Janus-faced nature of hope for some individuals. Most writers accepted that hope could be immensely valuable to people with cancer. It helped to sustain them through what could be long, painful, and uncertain courses of treatment. It could be a comfort, as much to those who might be curable as to the dying. And it could be a consolation to their families and friends. Yet it also raised a number of worries. To what extent did hope blind one to other, perhaps more effective, treatments? And what was one to do when the comfort and consolation that hope offered disappeared, and desperation and panic set in? Hope seemed disturbingly powerful. It was able to paralyze an individual as much as to stimulate him or her to action; able to make someone change course erratically as much as it might sustain them through difficult times; able to agitate a person as much as to soothe them. It could be a sign of an individual's attempt to come to grips with a difficult condition, but it could equally be a sign that they had lost control. Hope could help them to master (or at least to cope with) a difficult situation, but hope could equally master them.
For such reasons many of those who wrote to the FDA were concerned to monitor and manage their own hopes and those of others. They worried about how one decided on what was a true hope and what was false. They worried about the extent to which one could trust a diagnosis of hopelessness or the promise of hope. Did orthodox physicians really know enough about cancer to make such a judgment? Did Hoxsey know enough to offer hope? To what extent did commercial or professional interests influence the judgment of enthusiasts for any particular treatment or approach, orthodox or otherwise? Did such interests also encourage people to denigrate competing techniques or approaches? Was it possible that hidden conspiracies within government or medicine were working to undermine hope? Such issues could be complicated by the tendency of hope to blind and master. To what extent were the answers to these questions influenced by one's own hopes and desires? How did one know? And was it possible to escape the delusions that hope might promise? All these questions were addressed by individuals seeking to make sense of the various messages of hope they received about cancer, and it is likely that they came to different conclusions at different times. Even those who, when they wrote to the FDA, had come to a conclusion as to the validity of the hopes offered by Hoxsey, acknowledged that they had formerly held different positions. Some who started with hope in orthodox medicine turned to Hoxsey. Likewise, former Hoxsey supporters found their hopes in him unfulfilled and turned toward orthodox medicine.
If hope was something to be monitored and managed, it also provided a means of talking about other concerns. We have already noted the anxieties expressed by Hoxsey's supporters about social, economic, and (evil) supernatural forces at work to discredit Dallas and Portage. But Hoxsey's doubters also worried about such issues, though they came to different conclusions. If Hoxsey's supporters worried about the commercial imperatives behind orthodox medicine's claims to cure cancer, his critics-while not necessarily discounting such claims-also saw similar forces at work behind the Hoxsey cure. One writer-a medical technician-wanted "some good, wholesome, all-American statistics to satisfy the 'fake followers' that this clinic is nothing but a money making machine." 148 Likewise, they also worried about the cost of treatment. Some were concerned that Hoxsey was financially exploiting vulnerable and often not-wealthy people. But most-critics and supporters of Hoxsey alike-were also concerned about the cost of orthodox treatment.
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Critics of Hoxsey were much less likely to see government as the enemy. It was rarely corrupt, nor was the medical profession apparently always after its fee, or its lawyers so full of twisted words. Indeed, it is noticeable that correspondents who were critical of 152 raised by articles such as that in Man's Magazine, mentioned earlier in this article, and (perhaps to the dismay of the critics of the FDA) argued that it was "the function of government to do whatever is necessary to safeguard the welfare of the people." 153 And we have already noted their anxieties about allegations that Hoxsey might be exploiting people's emotional vulnerability.
Nevertheless, there was still some questioning of government. Just because they doubted Hoxsey did not mean that they entirely trusted government or medicine. Some were puzzled as to why the government had not taken stronger action against Hoxsey. As one correspondent asked, "why is he allowed to continue and give false hopes to thousands of people if his method or system has no merit . . . why does the government allow Hoxsey, even help him spread, as mentioned above, false hopes among the population?" 154 And another who lost a husband to cancer after he attended the Hoxsey Clinic asked a related question: "So if the government or anyone else has proof that tons of those pills are useless why dont [ 155 As such comments suggest, many saw government as conspiring-at least by default-in promoting the false or high hopes that Hoxsey offered. The forces that doubters saw behind such "conspiracy" are not, however, very clear from these letters, though it is likely that some may have shared with Hoxsey's supporters a fear that commercial interests might be working to corrupt government.
Supporters and doubters alike thus worried, albeit for different reasons and with different emphasis, about the role of government and commercialism in medicine. They also worried about the role of supernatural forces. It should be said that doubters were much less likely to express religious convictions than those who wrote in support of Hoxsey, and there is very little of the language of hell and damnation that characterized the letters previously referred to. Nor, it should be said, did many doubters write of lying as the work of the devil. Nevertheless, the supernatural intruded into their accounts. A number saw the workings of the divine in the therapeutic choices they made (one, for example, cited "Divine Providence"
156 for her decision to visit an orthodox surgeon rather than Hoxsey). Others turned to prayer, both for those who suffered, and for medicine and research. As one correspondent with a family member with cancer noted: "We hope and pray that a cure can be found." 157 Two final comments need to be made. The first concerns how Hoxsey doubters knew what was hopeful or hopeless. It should be said that, like supporters, many doubters emphasized the importance of observation, testing, and assessments of integrity in their decisions, sometimes described as "witness," "experience," or "testimony." Like Hoxsey's supporters, doubters visited the clinics in Dallas and Portage, observed (apparent?) cures, listened to the testimony of others, and even tested Hoxsey by seeking a second diagnosis. 158 But whereas Hoxsey's supporters wrote to inform the FDA of the wonders of Dallas and Portage, his doubters often came away with a different impression. Direct observation could work as much against Hoxsey as it could work for him. Visitors to his clinics could come away as disillusioned as others were inspired. Doubters worried about his sales techniques, the quality of his staff, and the nature of his therapy. 
Agreements That Divide
It is clear from the above that hope had a complex set of meanings for Americans in the mid-twentieth century. These meanings emerged from an engagement with cancer experts' "message of hope," but also the messages put out by many others-by their physicians and pastors, by their friends and family, as well as by the media and by alternative practitioners such as Hoxsey. Men and women interpreted these messages in the light of their experiences of cancer, and through their social, political, religious, and economic beliefs and interests. Meaning, in other words, was constructed from many different sources as people sought to articulate what they meant by hope and why they supported one side or the other. While the bulk of evidence in this article comes from those who favored Hoxsey, other evidence suggests that they shared much with those who had their doubts about the healer. On both sides of the debate, people saw cancer as curable; agreed that quackery was anathema; and saw a role for personal experience and witness in deciding on a cure. Yet they also disagreed on who offered the best hope of a cure, who was the quack, and the extent to which personal experience and witness challenged scientific knowledge.
Other agreements divided supporters and doubters. Both used the term "hope" to refer to the existence of an "authentic" or "real" possibility, as when a disease, a case, or an individual was labeled "hopeful" or "hopeless," or when a particular healer or technique was labeled the "only hope" or as offering "false hopes." (However, supporters and doubters differed as to what constituted an authentically "hopeful" or "hopeless" case, what was a "true" or "false" hope.) Both also agreed that there existed (often hidden) agents, forces, and interests that worked to obscure the reality of a hope. These agents, interests, and forces might be psychological, as when people worried that emotions-hope among them-might cloud their own judgment unbeknownst to themselves. They might be supernatural, as when the devil or his agents were said to promote false hopes. They might also be economic, political, or social, as when industrial, communistic, and medical interests were said to be working within government to undermine faith in Hoxsey, or Hoxsey was said to exploit for commercial reasons the hopes and fears of people with cancer. Whatever the nature of the hidden force-be it psychological, supernatural, commercial, political, or social-it could be a danger to real hopes (the actual chance of a cure), though people differed as to when such agents, interests, or forces were at work and what the outcome was.
If both supporters and doubters used the term "hope" to refer to the existence of an authentic possibility, they also used it to refer to an emotional or psychological force: a sense of expectation, a desire, a yearning. Few appear to have disputed that such an emotional or mental attitude was itself desirable. It could be a stimulus to knowledge and effective care. It could be a comfort, and it might even help in the healing process. Yet it was a difficult thing to handle, and in two different ways. 164 On the one hand, a deficit of hope-hopelessness-could undermine any attempt at healing, blinding people to the reality of the hope (the possibility of a cure) on offer. On the other hand, an excess of hope could also blind and mislead. Hope-the emotionwas thus something that had constantly to be monitored and managed. Yet supporters and doubters of Hoxsey found that people responded to hope in quite unpredictable ways, and some could despair of ever being able to manage their own hopes or those of others. Part of the reason for this was, commentators argued, that people's hopes were easily manipulated by others-be they supernatural beings, commercial interests, or political groups, all of which employed hope to promote their interests, agendas, and influence.
The knowledge that hope could be used to manipulate people allowed letter writers to talk about the social world of cancer. Supporters and doubters of Hoxsey divided this world into two opposed pairs. The first pair included, on the one hand, those who were able to control or manage their hopes (and perhaps also manage the hidden forces behind them), and those, on the other hand, who were unable to control or manage them. However, supporters and doubters tended to differ as to who fit in each category, as they also differed over who fit in the other pair. This second pair was divided into those who manipulated hope for their own purposes, and those who sought to employ it for the good of others. To Hoxsey's supporters, Hoxsey tended to fall into the second category. Not only did he offer a "real" hope, he also employed "hope" as a psychological force for the benefit of others. By contrast, Hoxsey's supporters tended to suggest, not only did medicine, science, industry, and government offer doubtful hopes of a cure, they also manipulated people's hopes for their own economic, political, and social purposes, rather than for the benefit of people with cancer. Hoxsey's opponents disagreed with such an analysis. Doubters tended to see Hoxsey as the manipulator and were less likely to write about regular physicians and scientists manipulating hopes for their own purposes.
Critics and supporters of Hoxsey thus shared certain cultural assumptions about hope. Both distinguished between "real" and "false" hopes; both saw hope as a powerful emotional or psychological force that could (in excess or deficiency) undermine knowledge of what was true or false, and consequently also undermine efforts to cure the disease; and both distinguished between (on the one hand) those who were vulnerable to hope and those who were able to control its urges, and (on the other hand) between those who used hope to manipulate or to help. But shared cultural assumptions did not imply agreement as to what constituted "real" or "false," or "excessive" or "deficient" hope; how such hopes might be evaluated; or who was to be classed as vulnerable, manipulative, or helping. Nor, by extension, did shared assumptions imply agreement over what was wrong with approaches to cancer or where things needed to change. In writing about hope, individuals articulated a range of sometimes conflicting social, cultural, political, economic, and religious beliefs that helped them set out their position on Hoxsey and the FDA's campaign against him. In doing so, they also articulated social and cultural identities and values that went beyond the struggle between Hoxsey and his opponents.
